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In the present paper the formal apparatus of the preceding one1 (cf. [4], 
always to be quoted as I) will be applied to study representations of groups, 
and specifically offinite groups by automorphisms of forms over a commutative 
ring R with involution, which may bc the trivial one. When R is a field of 
characteristic other than 2 then our theory covers orthogonal and symplectic 
representations (for trivial involution) and unitary representations (for 
nontrivial involution). 
From the traditional point of view one would start with a form ,B with 
underlying R-module M, i.e. with a map 
which is biadditive, linear in one variable and obeys a switching rule on 
interchange of variables. A representation of a group r by automorphisms 
of p is then just a homomorphisms r - Aut(/3), or equivalently it is a structure 
on M of module over the groupring R(T) so that 
We shall however find it more convenient to adopt a different language. 
We consider together with the right R(P)- module M also its opposite left 
1 This paper can in fact be read almost independently of I, provided one takes for 
granted certain notations and definitions (some of which are outlined again in the 
introduction) and certain basic results. 
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R(r)-module M. Th is is additively just an isomorphic copy of -11 under a 
map m r+ M, so that 
rnz = mr(r~R), ym =: my-’ (y E r), 
where F is the image of Y under the involution. A A-Hermitian form k on M 
admittiq R(r), as to be studied in this paper, is then an R-linear map 
so that 
h(m2 , ~ m,) =:: Xh(m, , m,) 
Here X E R and Xx = 1. The translation” from one language to the other is 
performed by setting 
Throughout we shall assume M to bc projective over the basering R and 
h to be nonsingular. 
The main objects of study are the Grothendieck group Q(R, T),, on the 
isometrp classes of forms Iz with respect to orthogonal sums, and the Wittgroup 
Bl(R, r), obtained by taking quotients with respect to hyperbolic forms 
h :-~ 1,(X). (cf. I. Section 43. The property of a form of being hyperbolic 
in our sense dots not merely depend on its behaviour over R, but also on that 
over r. The underlying module of Hh(-V) is the direct sum of the given 
R(r)-module X and of its ‘contragredient’ R(P)-module (i.e. the opposite of 
HomR(X, R)). Once this is understood the form is defined in the obvious 
manner in terms of the pairing of LY and of its dual. To give an example 
where this matters: If R is a field of characteristic $2 with trivial involution 
then the skca-symmetric forms admitting R(T) are not necessarily hyper- 
bolic and so the associated U’ittgroup ‘B(R, Q, need not vanish.3 In other 
words the theory of skew-symmetric forms is no longer trivial, as it is when 
there is no operator group. 
The tensorproduct 1%’ @;K L defined on R(r)-modules yields a product of 
forms h admitting R(T), for varying X and this imparts on each of the direct 
sums (%(R, r) = En 6(R, r), and @(R, F) = C,1 2B(R, r), the structure of 
a graded, commutative ring. It is this multiplication of form classes ahich 
leads to the most interesting results and problems in this type of rcpresenta- 
tion theory. 
2 If T is finite there is yet a further formulation in terms of A-Hermitian forms over 
R(r) itsc!f. (cf. I. 7). 
3 I:or some explicit cases see Section 4. 
Of course, the product of forms 12 arises out of the general theory of the 
product, developed in I. The particular structure of grouprings which 
bccomcs vital in this connection is that of a bialgcbra or Hopf-algebra. In 
Section 1 of this paper xvc shall in fact ,gi\-c the definition of the rings ig and 23 
in this mart general situation, i.c. for a bialgcbra A over R rather than just a 
groupring. 
‘I’hch standard functorial propcrtics and in particular the forgetful functors 
arising out of a change of the ring K or of the group r arc dealt with in 
Section 2. In Section 3 wc shall dcrivc “induction” functors for finite groups 
going in the opposite direction and shall show that G& and @I are Frobenius 
fuwtors in the sense of Lam (cf. [4]). 1:’ 211 1131 y in Section 4 wc shall give a 
complete description of the graded rings 05 and 9% when r is a finite group 
and IZ is the field of real numbers, or the field of complex numbers with 
either the trivial involution or with complex conjugation. In the last case of 
course it suftices because of Hilbert’s theorem 90 to restrict oncsclf to thr 
homogeneous coniponcnts for h 1. It will be seen that the computations 
of Section 4 also yield a result on the structure of the character ring of a 
finite group over the complex numbers u hich may be new (cf. 4.6, 4.7). 
l’hcrc is a Clifford functor of, say, orthogonal representations gcncralizing 
that of quadratic forms. This leads to questions on representations of groups 
by automorphisms of central scparablc algebras and lies outside the scope 
of the present paper. 
‘1’11~ notation is throughout that ilitroduccd in 1. 
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Throughout R is a commutative ring with involution. -1 is an R-algebra 
with involution, and with additional structure, namely an algebra augmenta- 
tion 
E : -I +R 
and a diagonal map 
3 : A - *I !\A;IR .4 
which make A into a cocommutativc Hopfalgebra (or bialgcbra) over R with 
comultiplication A and coidentity E. Viewing A OR 4 as an R-algebra with 
involution, via a, @ a2 := q @> Sz, we rccluirc Eand A to prcscrvc involutions, 
i.e., to satisfy 
‘(ii) = E(U), 4(a) = 4(u). 
Let now, for A, p E G(R), h be a A-Hermitian form over R, and K bc a I-L- 
Hermitian form over R, and form their product Kh. If h and K admit A then, 
by 15.6. and 5.7. kh will admit A. \Ve thus obtain a product of forms in %7R,A . 
To be more pedantic, we have shown that in the diagram 
there is in fact a map r as indicated which makes the diagram commute. Here 
the top row involves the underlying module category llJz of right A-modules 
with r1 = @R , and the upward maps arc given by the functor 
“form w module”. rTTz is the product of forms and the downward map 
forgets the d-structure. 
I. 1. THEOREM. Under the stated hypotheses 
~~R,,,l and 2% R,A = 2 mR,.4,A 
are commutatiz~e algebras with augmentation oueY (D(R), and B(R) respecti?;ely. 
Analogously for 6. 
The proof is straightforward. Note that the algebra structure over %B(R) or 
2%(R) comes from the augmentation E which allows us to view R-modules as 
-4-modules with “trivial” action. The augmentation on YIJ or $?% comes from 
the structure map R--f A. 
Examples 1) A is an afine commutative group scheme over R, the 
involution on R being trivial and that on 9 being the “inverse” of the group 
scheme, ix. the coinverse of the bialgebra. 
2) A = R(r), where Y is a group, with the standard extension of the 
involution (cf I, Section 7, Ex. 3), with d(y) = y 0 y, E(Y) = 1 for all y E 7. 
In the sequel we shall always assume R(T) to be endowed with this additional 
structure. Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall be concerned 
with this case. 
We shall write 
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and shall use similar notations for 6, and for 23, An object of the category 
W? n,\ = %L4,X may equivalently be viewed as a pair (6, W) where b is a 
h-Hermitian form over R and zc is a homomorphism r+ Aut(6). If we view 
b (for the moment only) as a map M Y M + R, associated with the original 
form h via 
then in fact 
h(m,y, m,y = b(T?l, , TnJ. 
If b is nonsingular, the pair (6, w) may be called an orthogonal representation 
of r(X mz 1) or a symplectic representation (X -; - l), when the involution on 
R is trivial, and a unitary representation of r otherwise. The obvious reinter- 
pretation of orthogonal sums and of isometry (“equivalence”) in terms of the 
language of representation theory is left to the reader. We shall here continue 
to adhere to the language introduced in I. 
2. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES 
For ;t: = 9B, Q we have the inclusion maps 
X(R,++~(R,I') 
and the grading maps 
u X(R,I‘),+ G(R). 
For X = ‘113, ‘a, G, 6 we have the structure maps 
X(R) -~-+ X(X, T') 
of X(R)-algebras, and the augmentations 





Finally we have the quotient maps 
C6(RJ)->~(R,T),C~(R,l')+ @(R,T) (2.5) 
which express the fact that 2B is the residue class ring of 6 modulo the hyber- 
bolic ideal. 
Nest let JZ(R, r) be the <>rothendieck group of the category whose objects 
are the R(r)-modules whicll arc finitely generated projective over R and 
whose morphisms arc given by direct sum decompositions. We then obtain 
a homomorphism 
d(R, r) -t St(M, rj (2.6) 
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of rings given by the functor: form F+ underlying module, and a homo- 
morphism 
s+(R, r) + Q+(R, r>, (A E G(R)) (2.7) 
of additive groups, given by the functor HA. 
2.1. THEOREM. For X = 6,6, ?I& 2%, X(R, r) is afunctor of the variables 
R, r in the category of commutative rings, covariant in R and contravariant in r. 
411 the maps (2.1)-(2.7) are functorial. 
This follows essentially from I. 6.3 and I. 5.6. We assume the functorial 
properties of !A as known. The maps (2.3) (2.4) arise of course directly as a 
special case of the functorial property of X on change of group. 
We shall now introduce a variant of the trace mapping defined in 
I. Section 7. Let f : R --f S be a homomorphism of commutative rings with 
involution so that S is a finitely generated, projective R-module, and let 
t : S + R be an involution trace of the R-algebras S (cf. definition T in 
I. Section 7). Write b, for the Hermitian form S x S--f R, given by i, i.e. 
with b,(s, s.J = t(s,s,). Then if X E G(R) the map 
takes f (A)-Hermitian forms over S, admitting S(r), into A-Hermitian forms 
over R, admitting S(r), and preserves orthogonal sums, and non-singularity. 
One then obtains an isomorphism theorem 
as in 17.1. (Note that we have omitted “transposition”). By restriction from 
S(F) to R(r) we now get a functor 
B.S..S(r).I(A) - BR.Rb').A . 
An analogous discussion of course applies to the categories of S(r) and 
R(F)-modules. We sum up 
2.2. THEOREM. For X = 8 and ‘113 the map h H b,h yields homomorphisms 
F, : X+(S, r)j(n) - X+(RR, r), (A E G(R)) 
of additive groups, which are natural with respect to change of group and com- 
mute with the maps 6 -+ !I& and 6 --f Sz. 
In each case Im F, consists qf classes of forms h over R, which arise by restric- 
tion of operator domain to R(r) from forms admitting S(r). 
Let h be a form over S on an S(r)- module V, admitting S(r) and write 
b, . h = h, . Let moreover K be a form over R on an R(F)-module M, admit- 
ting K(r), and let k’ be its extension to a form over S on ,11 gR S, which 
admits S(r) (cf. I. 6.3). I-se analogously the symbol /3+ for 8’&3), and the 
symbol c(’ for the extension to .%(S, r) of an clement a of X(R, r). Note that 
k . h, is defined on N 8’~ K I -, , where I-, is the “restriction” of 1,’ to an 
R(P)-module, and (k’ . h), is defined on ((:IZ ;“jR 5’) c4s C), . \Ye then obtain 
a Frobenius type law: 
3. ~NJCTION AND FI~OBENICS RECIPROCITY 
From now on we shall assume that all groups considered are finite, although 
in fact appropriate finiteness conditions on the group homomorphisms would 
do. If 0 : r- 2 is a group homomorphism \ve use the same symbol 0 for the 
induced map K( ZJ + R(Z) and dcfinc an R-linear map 
1” : z?(Z) --t l?(r) 
bY 
l”(o) 1 7, 
iil?J=0 
where the empty sum is by convention zero. Then 
l”(By . u) YIH(U), (3.1) 
in other words on vicvving Ii(.Z) as an R(r)-module via 8, 1” is a map of R(r)- 
modules. 
Clearly 
11 = 1, pm p 0 p. (3.2) 
If A C I’ with 0 as the inclusion map then u-e shall write 
Thus 
Note that the map 1 considered earlier is just I, r. Clearly the lo commute with 
change of ring. 
If 0 is a homomorphism r--t 2, then U(Z) may be viewed as its own 
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opposite, qua left or right R(r)- module, with the standard extension of the 
involution of R. From le we then obtain a Hcrmitian form 
hs : R(Z) FRCIP) R(Z) --r R(T), 
given by 
by,, J) == P(q) 
13~ (3.2) 
f,” 0 ~ b++ . ,$H , b’ p (multiplication in R(T)) (3.3) 
\Ve shall call a homomorphism 0 : T - Z R-admissible if R(Z) becomes 
R(T) projective, or equivalently if the order of ker 19 is a unit in R. Thus a 
product p o 7~, IL injective, n surjective is R-admissible if and only if ;i is. l’he 
R-admissible homomorphisms clearly form a category. 
3.1. THEOREM. For d = 8, G, %$ 9% the wZ@S 
h tt hba 
make the additive group X i (R, r) t zn o rr covariant functor of groups and admis- 
sible homomorphisms. The maps on X (R, r) commute .with change of ring, 
with mapsF, (cf. 2.2) and with maps (2. I), (2.2), (2.3, (2.6) and (2.7). 
Remark. One can remove the condition of R-admissibility if one only 
allows modules which are projective over the group ring. 
l’roqf of 3.1. This follows from I. 5.2, and from (3.3). ‘l’he only -point 
which is not immediately obvious is the nonsingularity of 1)“. In view of (3.3) 
it suffices to show- this for inclusion maps and quotient maps. 
I,et first A be a subgroup of I’, lo = IA I‘. Then R(T) is a free left 1?(d)- 
module on a right transversal (y,: of A in r, and under b0 7 bJr \\\e have the 
orthogonality relations 
bo”(y;‘, y,) = 6,, (Kronecker symbol) 
which immediately implies the nonsingularity of b”. 
Next suppose that A is normal in r, and that 8 is the quotient map r-t r;A. 
\Vrite 
w- C 6tR(r). 
&A 
Then 
R(r), L d-t(r) = H"(A,R(r)). 
‘i’l~c image of any R(2’)-pairing R(l','A) x X--t R(r) must thus lie in R(T) w. 
;1s /” yields an isomorphism R(riA) z R(r) w it now follows that be is non- 
singular. 
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The most important special case of Theorem 3.1. is that of an inclusion 
map 6 : 3 C r. In this case we call hbe an induced form (or pairing), and the 
maps X(R, 4) - P(R, r) i IZ UC zon maps. If h is a pairing M @R(A) iv---f R, d t 
and if (~~1 is a right transversal of 4 in r then hbe is a pairing 
(i+f @R(d) I<(r)) @R(T) CR(~) NRm N) - R 
given by 
hb” (1 mi ~3 Y, , c q’ 3 ,,j) == c h(mi , &). (3.4) 
Keep now 4 and r fixed and write lz, = hbe for the induced pairing. By 
2.1. we get on the other hand from a pairing 
k : U @R(T, v--t R, 
by restriction a pairing 
k* : U (ii)RCoj Y-+ R. 
With this notation we have then the basic theorem on Frobenius reciprocity: 
3.2. THEOREM. (k* * h), ‘v k . (h,), (isomorphism ofpairings and isometry 
of forms) Hence !I!.$ 2l?, 6 and 6 are Frobenius functors in the send of Lam 
(cf[3]) of the category K2 of subgroups of a jinite group Z afld inclusion maps. 
The last statement means that if m --f N* is the restriction map X(R, T) + 
X(X, 4) and /3 ++ ,B* the induction map X(R, 4) ---f X(R, r) then 
(a* ./3)* = a: .p* . (3.5) 
Proof of 3.2. Let z! be an R(r)-module, II* its restriction to an R(4)- 
module. Further let M be an R(4)- module and let M, = M @R(d) R(T) its 
induced R(r)-module. If {ri> is a right transversal of 4 in r then the map 
sets up the Frobenius isomorphism 
(U* @R iv)* N u OR (M,). 
Using (3.4) one can then verify that such isomorphisms give rise to the 
required isomorphisms of pairings and isometries of forms. 
If the order (r : 1) of r is a unit in R then 
R(r) = R x KerG 
(direct product of R-algebras with involution), where E is the augmentation. 
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By a variant of 1.6.5 one deduces that X+(R, r) is the direct sum of X+(R) 
(the injection X-(R) --f X(R, r) being the structure map X(R) - X(&Z, r) 
of X(R)-algebras) and of another group which represents forms admitting 
Ker E and which we shall denote by XO(R, r). Let 
qr ~ q: xL(R,r)--+9 (R) (3.6) 
be the projection associated with the direct sum. Define for my, /3 E .X(K, r) 
(3.7) 
The corresponding pairing for X = G is of course well known.-’ C1earl.y the 
pairings (,i commute with the maps & -F 9% and 6 ---f A. Moreover we have 
3.3. THEOREM. Suppose that (r : 1) is a unit in R. Then 
6) (Jr is a symmetric bilinear X(R)-form X(R, P) X X(R, IJ - X(R) 
udmitting X(R) 
(ii) If A is a subgroup of r then in the notation of (3.5) 
(r : A)(n*, /$A = (01, &Jr. 
Proof. (i) follows from the definition and the fact that q is a ma.p of 
.X(R)-modules. (ii) follows from (3.2) and the equation 
~r(iS,) = s,(P)(r : 4 (3.8) 
Let h : M @R(A) iv+ R be a pairing, and k, : M, @JRcr) A%F.+ ---f i? the 
induced pairing. We then have a natural isomorphism HO(A, 144) s HO(r, M,) 
given by 
mttCm(iJyi, 
{rZ} being a right transversal of d in I: By (3.4) one verifies that such 
isomorphisms yield an isomorphism of the pairing 
(r : A) Ho(h) : N”(A, M) s W’(A, iv) --f R 
(restriction from h) to the pairing 
H”(h <) : H”(r, M) x Ho& A:) --+ R. 
This then yields (3.8). 
4 Caution: It is not the standard one! 
COMPARISON \VITH PAIRINGS AA-I) I’.ORMS OVER f?(r) 
JVe know that the category %(F?, rj of pairings over R admitting &I’) is 
cquivalcnt in a strong sense with the category ?3jR(T~ of pairings over R(r). 
This cquivalcncc commutes with change of ring. Let moreover ti : f + z‘ bc 
a homomorphism of groups. Then also the diagrams 
(3.9) 
and 
commute. The top row of (3.9) is given by the product h + W, the bottom 
row is “going up” on change of ring, i.e. is given by the product K opt& 
The top row of (3.10) is given by change of operator domain, the bottom row 
of (3.10) by the product k w b”k. 
4. EXAMPLES 
\Yeshalldescribeherethestructureoftllcgradedrings~(F,~)(X =Gor!XJ)for 
a finite group r when F is either the field R of real numbers or the field C of 
complex numbers. To distinguish between the two involutions arising in the 
latter case WC shall use the symbol Co for the complex numbers with the 
identical involution and the symbol Cl for the complex numbers with com- 
plex conjugation as involution. I?or F Cl it will of course suffice to deter- 
mine the rings X(F, r) (see the remark to Example 2 in I. Section 5). Note 
also that by Witt’s theorem (cf. [2]) the knowledge of @(F, r) implies the 
knowledge of the isometry classes. 
The equivalence between the language of “forms over F admitting F(T)” 
and that of “forms over F(T)” (cf. I. 7.1) will be taken for granted and 
results stated in the latter language will be quoted without further explana- 
tion. \\:c begin by restating in convenient form a number of results which 
will bc needed. Here F can be any field with involution of characteristic zero, 
unless otherwise specified. Then F(r) is the direct product of F-algebras A, 
with involution, which are indecomposable as algebras with involution. 
From I. 6.5 we deduce 
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4.1. LEMMA. For X 7: 6, ‘9B, and h E G(F), 
X(F, I’), = 1 M(d;),, .
7 
Here \ve have, somewhat inconsistently, written X(A), for X,,,,,, . 15’~ can 
also interpret X(d)n as X,,,,, (1.7.1.). 
Let now =I be one of the algebras -di, and let IV be a simple right zJ- 
module. If ,4 is not simple then there exists a unique second simple right 
dA-module IV’ non-isomorphic to IV. If i3 is simple then Wis unique and we 
shall write IV’ p= IV. 
4.2. LEntMA. Either (i) ‘U(A), = 0 and 6(A), is infinite cyclic, generated 
by the hyperbolic fom on W f TV’, and this will in particular be the case 
denever =1 is not simple, 
or (ii) Q(--l),j isgenevnted by forms on IV, and ‘N(d), f 0. 
Proof. See [2](2.3, 2.4). 
4.3. Ixn~nvra. Let F be algebraically closed and have identical involution, 
and suppose il is simple. Then 6(d) z 2 s Q(A)-, and 
either (i) ‘Iu(=l) z Z,l2Z, ‘ns(~~)-, = 0 
OY (ii) m(A) = 0, !IU(a)-r sZ/2Z 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that End,( IV) = F, with identical adjoint 
involution. Interpret X(iz),, as .X,,,,, i.e. as coming from forms over Xl. By 
[2](2.5), case (ii) of 4.2. occurs precisely for one value of X m: &l. IJse a 
form lz on It’, over -4, to set up a h-Hermitian Morita equivalence with 
ordinary symmetric and skew-symmetric forms over F (cf. 1.8.1). 4.3. then 
follows from the known case F = A. 
Alternatively a simple direct argument would serve. 
Further notations and conventions: An element % of SJ(F, r) which corre- 
sponds to an F(r)-module will be called an F-character of r, and the asso- 
ciated F(r)-module will be denoted by C/a. If r’, is a simple F(r)-module 
then % is an irreducible F-character. The component, corresponding to such 
an irreducible F-character 8, in the decomposition of F(r) into a product of 
indecomposable involution algebras will be denoted by rZ,(F). This clearly 
dcpcnds on the given involution of F. -- To say that an F(r)-module I- 
(always assumed to be finite dimensional over V) carries a h-Hermitian 
form 1~ over F is to imply that h admits F(r) - unless otherwise specified. 
The complex conjugate of a C-character % will be denoted by 8. We :shall 
USC the symbol 4, with possible subscripts, for irreducible C-characters, and 
the symbol x similarly for irreducible R-characters. Write Ex = End,& I;) 
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and let D throughout denote the division algebra of real quatcrnions. Then 
we have the following classification fthe characters 4, with parallel classifica- 
tion of characters x (where we view 3i(R, r) as contained in n(C, r)), 
type (c) : x == 4 $, 4 .r f$ c> B, = C. ) 
(4.1) 
X. l’he Gzgs s(CO, r) of complex orthogonal and symplectic representations 
Here the classification i to types (4.1) is basic. A,(CO) is simple precisely 
when d, = 4. Throughout u denotes the canonical map &(F, r) -+ R(F, r). 
4.4. PROPOSITION. The mup u yields isomovphismsi 
6(&(C0)) e 24 
O(L%,(Co))-I z 2(2+) I (b of We (4 
w4(c”)) ^’ 2(2$) 
8(iz,(CO))-, E z$fJ ( 4 of type (b) 
S(iz,(CO)) E Z($ -t 6;) 1 
(c,(A,(CO))~, G Z($+ 6) ) + Of we Cc) 
?Jote that this determines the graded ring @Co, r). For, a graded ring X 
is known once we know its grading group, together with a homomorphism 
X + T* of ordinary rings which is injective on each homogeneous component 
of s. 
PYOOf of 4.4. Apart from the condition in terms of (4.1) this proposition 
is an immediate consequence of 4.1-4.3. The remainder follows from a 
criterion for types of (4.1) in terms of forms carried by Vb (cf. [4] 1148 or 
[2] 5.3). 
1Vrite So for the Wittclass of the unique form (symmetric or akew-sym- 
metric) associated with a character + of type (a) or (b). Let j be the auto- 
morphism of the character ring si(C, r) which takes a character 0 into its 
complex conjugate 8. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. The map sti F+ d, yields an isomorphism of yings 
9B(C”, T) 2 Kcr( I --J/Im( 1 -1-j). 
.4 bmis of W(C~‘, 1’) 0zIer ‘XqC”) Zi2Z is gize?l by the ss for $ of type (a), and 
a basis qf SU(C”, r)_ 1 by the s, for + of type (b) 
5 If G is a group, ,g E G then Z~y stands for the cychc subgroup on 6. 
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Proof. The C(r)-modules carrying hyperbolic forms are precisely those 
with a character 0 + 0. By 4.4. each such module carries no other forms. 
This, and the detailed criterion in 4.4. in terms of (4.1) implies 4.5. 
The last proposition contains a statement on the structure of the sub- 
quotient Ker(l -j)Mm(l ~.i) of Si(C, r) which in itself has nothing to do 
with forms. 
4.6. COROLLARY. The r&g Ker(1 - j)/Im(l -1-j) admits a 2-grading with 
the classes of characters 4 having dimension 1 or - 1, according to whether d, is 
of type (a) or t-ype (b). 
To make this even more explicit let <+, $I) denote the multiplicity with 
which an irreducible character (b occurs in a character $. 
4.7. COROLLARY. ($,&&) Z= 0 (mod 2) ;f 
(i) 4 and+, ape of type (a), (bz is of type (6) 
(ii) (t is of type (b), 4, and+, are of identical types (a) or (b). 
B. The rings X(C?, r) and X(R, T) f or complex unitary and real orthogonal 
representntions. 
First some preliminary remarks of a general kind. The nonzcro elements 
LZ of a field F act on G(F, r) by ‘scaling’. Alternatively we shall view this as a 
multiplication of the elements of Q(F, r) by the element (a> of G(F) which 
represents the form x a~ on 3’. Caution: (-1) is not the same as --(I) in 
G(F)! 
In keeping with our previous conventions we shall write the grading group 
for a 2-grading multiplicatively as (-1) (the group of square roots of 1 i.n R) 
rather than additively as Z/22, and similarly for other grading groups. Note 
that if G is a group, X a ring (always with 1) then X @&Z(G) has the structure 
of a G-graded ring, and a Z(G)-moduIe, and the l-component of this graded 
ring may be identified with X. 
Let now first F be any subfield of C with involution induced on F by (corn- 
plex conjugation. For a E F, a > 0 (or a < 0) is to signify that a c F n R and 
that a > O(a < 0) as element of R. A Hermitian form h over F is positive 
(negative) definite if h(x, X) > O(h(x, 3) < 0) for all x. If F C R then of course 
the involution of F is the identical one and a Hermitian form is the same as a 
quadratic form. 
4.8. LEMMA. Evwy F(P)-module V carries a positive definite Hermitian 
form 6. 
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This is a c!assical result. ‘I’ake any positive definite forms h on I’, not 
necessarily admitting F(T). ‘Then so is ric, for all y E T, where yk(s,y) 
h(sy, PI), md so is also b .= xYtl- y/r. .\Iorco\cr I1 admits F(T). 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let F C’. or E R. Then ftw ever-y F-character 8 
there e.Csts a unique isometrJ class d, oj‘ positi~w dej?lite Ilermitian forms carried 
by tlieF(r)-module I TB . The subgroup C!jcL’(F, r) qf 6(F, lJ of elements do1 ~ de2 
is,free Abeliatt 011 the d$ Gth $ running through the irreducible F-characters, and 
CC,(‘)(F, I’) is a subring of (C,(F, I’) zcith 
(isomol,phism of graded Ggs). IIeve Z({ ~~~ 1)) may be identified with CT(F) viezing 
i ~~ I ) as the generator of the group { ~ I 1. In particular 6( F, r) is afyee Z( { - l})- 
module on the d* . 
Ker[G(E, I’) ---f Jl(F, r)] is the subgroup generated by the elements 
~+&(:I; - : p-1)) and Ker[%(F, r) --, ‘U(F, r)] that by the elements 
+l,(‘l~\ )- : 1)). In particular 
WJ(F, r) z U(F, r)(under U) 
wly~, r) g ~u(F, r), 
aud so 
aup-, r) s SI(F, r). 
(via the map d, * 0) 
Proof. I3y 4.8, everyF(r)-module rF8 carries a positive definite Hcrmitian 
form b, . Taking 0 -= $ to lx irreducible it follows that the indecomposable 
involution algebra L-1,(F) is indeed the simple ideal belonging to I/J. We shall 
show below that there are precisely two isometry classes of forms carried by 
r, , namely d* == (b,) and ( ~ 1) d, . Hence 
6(&(F)) = Zd, $ Z(( -- 1) dJ. 
‘This is a sum of submodules in the first place. Hut as the forms belonging to 
nd, are positive definite, thosr belonging to B (( ~~- I> rl,) are negative definite 
one concludes that @(A,(F)) 1s in fact fret A4belian on d* and ( l> d* and 
is a free Z(( I))-module on dSb. Clearly the only positive definite forms on I,, 
where 0 -= C TZ&~ arc those in the class C n& m: do . We have thus csta- 
blishcd the uniqueness of the (I, and the struciure of Q(F, r) as a graded 
Z({ -I])-module. ‘The graded ring structure now just rellects the obvious 
manner in \x:hich definite forms of various signs multiply. 
‘l’hc characterisation of Kcr[CC,(F, r) --> Jt(F, f)] is obvious, that of 
Ker[@(F. I‘)-+ YG(F, r)] follows from 1.4.5. and from the fact that by 
Witt’s theorem (cf. [2]) 6(l)(F, r) maps injcctively into ‘YB(F, P). 
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It remains to be shown that LTd carries precisely the two classes (J&,). If 
F ~~ R, then the adjoint involution of b, in E, = End,(,,(l/,) has been 
determined in [2](5.2), and it follows from this that E$ has precisely two 
classes of invertible symmetric elements a =- a (modulo the relation a N b a h) 
represented by --k 1. The same is also true when F Cl, i.e. Et, ~-= Cr. This 
implies (cf. [2] I .I) that (b,) and (.~ b<$) arc precisely the distinct isometry 
classes occurring. 
Alternative proof: \‘ia i\Iorita theory. 
c’. The groups X(R, Q, for real symplectic representations. 
\Ve already know that the :1,(R) == d, arc the simple ideals. Now the type 
classification (4. I) becomes crucial once more. Let ~2, be the number of 
isometry classes of skew-symmetric forms carried by I/; . 
4.10. Proposition. (i) If x is of type (~1) then m, = 0, 6(.4,)~, e 2:(2x) 
under u, and YU(d,)_, : 0. 
(ii) If‘ x is of type (h) then m, ~ 1, i.e. I= admits a unique class k, . .Jlso 
q:& Zk, G Zx under u and 9.3(.-1,)-1 s Zj2Z. 
(“’ 1 
iii) f x is of type (c) then m, = 2, 1); then admits two classes 
k x 3 (\ ’ I > k, and CC,(-4,)pl isfree 44belian on these. k, - (( --I) k,) generates 
Ker[(ci(--I,)), -ZX] mzd k, + (,I 1 : k,) generates Ker[B(A,)-, ---f B3(i2,:)_,]. 
In particular ‘IX(L-l,Y)-l s Z. 
hoof. TVith the posit&c definite form b, on 1;: there is associated a 
Ilermitian form over -Jr. \Ve use the latter to establish a Morita equivalence 
to h-Hermitian forms o\;er Ex (with adjoint involution) and apply what WC 
know on skew Hermitian forms over fix (see I Section 7, E, = D). Alterna- 
tively one can argue directly as for 4.9. The crucial point is the determination 
of the number of classes of invertible skew-symmetric elements x ~~ -X in I$ 
This is 0,l or 2 according to whether & m= R, D (with the standard involu- 
tion) or C’. 
Il. The graded rings .%(R, r) 
\\:e know the rings f(R: r) and the groups X(R, r)-, , but we have still 
to determine the pairings 
X(R, r) x X(R, r)-, ---f X(R, r)-, 
.X(R, r)-, x X(R, r)-, + X(R, F). 
,411 groups concerned are algebras over Z({-1}), and we shall describe these 
pairings in terms of sets of canonical generators. 
As before WC’ shall, for any R-character +, write d& for the isometry class 
of positive definite quadratic forms, admitting R(r), on the corresponding 
R(I’)-module I i(R). We have also to consider the corresponding objects 
o\er C’. To avoid confusion we shall now, for any C-character B, denote the 
isometry class of positive definite Ilermitian forms, admitting C(r), on the 
C(F)-module ITo by D, . JVe shall still adhere to the convention of vie\\-ing 
Jt(R, rj as embedded in W(C, r). If ; {!J is a R-character, then the symbols 
(I,,, and 11, clearly distinguish betn.ecn a class of forms over R and a class and 
of forms over C. 
Let no\~ i- be the “trace” map C + R w-ith r(z) real part of z. \\.e 
shall \vritr h for the image under r of a form 12 over C, and use the :‘y mbol I 
also to denote the various induced functorial maps (cf. 2.2). Yote that if 
0 E H(C. r) then ~(0) :~= 0 L d E Si(R, rj. 
For any C-character 8, let h, bc a p,xitis.c definite Hermitian form on 
I-,(Cj, admitting C(r). Then ih, is a skc\v H~rmitian form, wl~ose class in 
@Cl, J’j is ‘i, D, . Hence r(,:j I),) .: 15<in element in 6(R, Qt . Write then. 
for all irreducible C-characters d. (change of notation from 4.10) 
i.c. the subscript + does not indicate precisclv the associated R-character. 
- Denote by [E] the class in !&(R, r) f o an element Lx: of G(R, ZJ. Including for 
completeness sake also results stated before \vc !lavc 
4.11. I-'R~PoSITION. (i) 6(R, r) is i/z pee Z({ -- 1 :)-module 011 the elrtne/zts 
dx , fey all iweducible R-characters x, und !IB(R, r) is the free Abelian group 
on the [d,]. 
(ii j 6(R, r)-, is the free Abeliatl group on the elements h, , .for all iweducihle 
C-rhamctevs 4. The structure of Z({ ~ I j)- mo u e is thei described by the km d I 
-l.lzt, -_ Ii& . 
‘ZU(R, r’)_, is generated osel- Z b?! the lb,,,] with the wlntiox 
[h6] = 0 x/let7 d, is qf‘ tJ’pc (a) 
2[h,] =m 0 ~4 en 4 is of $pe (!I) 
[h,] ~=- [/7,j sc/r~t~ ?, is of’ iype (c). 
‘IO state the multiplication law in 6(R, rj WC’ r-wall that this is a Z({- I;)- 
algebra. so that it will sut?ice to look at the generators & and IL, . \Ve shall for 
complctcness sake include the rule for rhc product dxldx which of course is 
already known to us. WC make use of the pairing S(C,*r) x S(C, F) +Z 
for which” c,‘d,, 4) 1. 
‘* Not tltat of Section 3! 
(The expressions in brackets involve symbols d4 with 4 not necessarily 
R-irreducible). 
\Ve now turn to the proofs. 4.11 ( ) i is a repetition of what we already 
know (cf. 4.9.). For 4.1 l(ii) suppose first that I$ is of type (a) or (b), with 
associated irreducible R-character x. By 4.10, 6(L~,(R))-, is an infinite cyclic 
group generated by the unique class which maps onto r4 under U. As 
u(h,) = Y(+), h, = h; is that class, and so also h, = (-1) h, . Sext if 4 is of 
type (c), ~(4) = x, then 12, and : -- I> lz, are elements of B(A,(R))), mapped 
by u into x, hence they are the free generators of @(A,(R))-, . We still have 
to establish the equation { 1: h, .: /z; in this case. This will he done later. 
rlssuming its validity the whole of 4.1 1 (ii) now follows by 4.10 and 4.1. 
4.12 (i) - together with the corresponding statements for the D, - 
follows from 4.9. Let now fa : (!(R. r) - 6(C?, r) be the map induced by 
the embedding R -+ Cl (cf. 2.1.). e preserves positive definiteness, and 
commutes with U. (Recall that e : Si(R, J’) + JI(C, r) is viewed as an inciusion 
map). Hence, for any R-character 4, e(dLI,) :- D,, . Now we have 
i1.e have thus cstahlished 4. I2 (ii). 
In view of the functorial property of S(P, r) and Q(F, r) as functors of the 
variable F, the automorphism of complex conjugation of C gives rise to 
automorphismsj of !G(C, r) and of Cij(C, r). Of coursej(0) =:: @S E si(C, r)). 
\\-c shall cstahlish below 
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This then is 4.12 (iii). 
Next we get 
(by 4.13(iii)) 
(by 4.13(ii)) 
Thus we have also completed the proof of 4.1 I. 
Proof of 4.13. We shall first make the mapsj explicit. Let V be a C(r)- 
module. Define V* as an isomorphic copy of I’ as an R(F)-module, under a 
map v :--f v*. We make V* into a C-module by the rule (vc)* = v*C, for 
v E I, c E C. Then V*(=j( V)) is a C(r)-module whose character is the 
complex conjugate of that of IV. Let moreover h be a A-Hermitian form 
(A -= +l) on V over C?, admitting C(r). \Ve get the A-Hermitian form 
jh h* by setting 
h*(v:, v,*) h(@, , VJ. 
One now verifies that the map z’ (3 c --f zc ( v*c is an isomorphism 
l-Rf&;RcCvtJ’ ir* 
of C(P)-modules, Vn being the restriction of V to R, and that this iso- 
morphism yields an isometry 
12) evh x h 1 h”. 
This howcvcr implies 4.13. (i). 
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i\r’ext observe that j clearly preserves positive definiteness, and commutes 
with u and hence 
j(D,) = DS 
yj(D,) = t&j = rl,.(,j = r(D,), 
i.e. we have proved (ii). Moreover going back to the definition of h* one sees 
that (i%)* = (-;)” h*, and hence 
j((G) Dn) = ((--i)“) jD, = <(-i)“) Da 
;1s required. 
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